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Abstract—Video encoders and decoders for HEVC-like com-
pression standards require huge external memory bandwidth,
which occupies a significant portion of the codec power con-
sumption. To reduce the memory bandwidth, this paper presents
a new lossless reference frame recompression algorithm along
with a high-throughput hardware architecture. Firstly, hybrid
spatial-domain prediction is proposed to combine the merits
of DPCM scanning and averaging. The prediction is then en-
hanced with multiple modes to accommodate various image
characteristics. Finally, efficient residual regrouping based on
semi-fixed-length (SFL) coding is used to improve the compression
performance. Compared to no compression, the proposed scheme
can reduce data traffic by an average of 57.6% with no image
quality degradation. The average compression ratio is 2.49, an
improvement of at least 12.2–13.2%, relative to the state-of-the-art
algorithms. By applying a reordered two-step architecture and
the two optimizations, residual reuse and simplified coding mode
decision, the hardware cost is similar to that of previous reference
frame recompression architectures. The computational complexity
increase caused by multi-mode prediction affects the HW cost
slightly. This work can be implemented with 45.1 k gates for the
compressor and 34.5 k gates for the decompressor at 300 MHz,
enough to support a video encoder and
decoder.

Index Terms—Embedded compression, H.264/AVC, HEVC,
lossless reference frame recompression, multi-mode DPCM and
averaging prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N VIDEO codec systems that include encoders and de-
coders for HEVC, H.264/AVC, MPEG-2, and so on,

usually a large external DRAM is required to buffer mass data
such as reference frames. As a result of this huge bandwidth
requirement, the power consumed by memory access occupies
a significant part of the system power [1]. Therefore, techniques
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Fig. 1. Reference frame recompression, where DBF denotes “de-blocking
filter” and MC denotes “motion compensation.”

to overcome this large memory bandwidth problem play a vi-
tally necessary role. Many works have been done from various
points of view, including reusing the overcalled reference frame
data on various levels [2]–[5] and improving the DRAM access
efficiency by optimized memory controller architectures [6][7].
Embedded compression (EC) is another effective solution to

the DRAM bandwidth problem. It has been widely discussed in
previous work and demonstrated in several video decoder chips
[8][9]. To reduce the memory data traffic, EC works as an addi-
tional layer between the codec core and the DRAM controller,
that compresses the frames before storing them into DRAM
and decompresses the data fetched back, as is shown in Fig. 1.
Block-based and line-based ECs are distinguished by their basic
processing unit. Block-based ECs [10]–[16] compress original
pixel data with the information of any pixels within the same

block. However, the line-based ECs in [17]–[20] are
mainly proposed for displaying frames line by line. Only the
pixels in the same line can be used for the current pixel com-
pression, thus the compression performance of a block-based
EC is usually better than line-based. An EC for compressing
the reference frames is also known as reference frame recom-
pression (RFRC). Most RFRCs are block-based ECs for better
compression performance.
Existing RFRC schemes can also be roughly divided into two

categories, lossy and lossless RFRC. The first category, lossy
RFRC, is based on a fixed compression ratio (CR). By fixing the
CR, random access of the frame data can be easily supported
while ensuring bandwidth reduction. However, fixing the CR
inevitably results in image quality degradation [21]–[23], while
the error propagation caused by the loss in quality of the ref-
erence frames can become a more severe problem. Moreover,
some blocks with a higher potential for compression can only
be compressed at the designated relatively low CR, leading to
the degradation of compression efficiency.
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Fig. 2. Typical processing flow of lossless reference frame recompression.

The other category is lossless RFRC, which performs lossless
compression and decompression. Therefore, it does not influ-
ence coding efficiency or image quality of the video encoder or
decoder. Lossless RFRC schemes are based on a variable com-
pression ratio. As a result, special memory organization is re-
quired to store and fetch the sizes of the compressed data par-
titions [10]. The data compression of lossless RFRC is usually
composed of prediction and entropy coding, as shown in Fig. 2.
For the prediction stage, two types of algorithms are most

frequently used. One type is spatial domain prediction, such
as DPCM scanning [8], hierarchical minimum and difference
(HMD) [11] and hierarchical average and copy (HAC) predic-
tion [12]. The other transforms the data into the frequency do-
main with a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [13], modified
Hadamard transform (MHT) [17], or similar technique.
For the entropy coding stage, variable length coding (VLC)

is widely used, such methods include adjusted binary coding
(ABC) [14], Golomb Rice (GR) coding [15], adaptive GR
coding [17] and Huffman coding [16]. Considering the difficul-
ties in implementing high-throughput VLC hardware, the latest
RFRC schemes such as semi-fixed length (SFL) [8] coding and
significant bit truncation (SBT) [12] employ two-step entropy
coding: first separating the residuals into small groups, and then
performing fixed length coding according to the local residual
feature of each group.
While several hardware implementations of lossless em-

bedded compression schemes have been presented in [8]–[24],
their throughputs are not enough to handle Ultra-High Defini-
tion TV (UHDTV) video sequences in real time. Some of them
combine the compressor and decompressor together to reduce
hardware cost, meaning that compression and decompression
cannot occur at the same time.
This paper presents a new lossless reference frame recom-

pression algorithm with a high-throughput hardware architec-
ture. Firstly, to combine the merits of DPCM scanning and av-
eraging, hybrid spatial-domain prediction is proposed. This pre-
diction is then enhanced by multiple modes to accommodate
various image characteristics. Finally, an efficient residual re-
grouping method based on SFL coding is used to further im-
prove the compression performance.
The proposed hardware architecture is composed of a com-

pressor and a decompressor. To reduce the increase in com-
plexity caused by multi-mode prediction, a reordered two-step
architecture is used for compressor, including an advance pre-
diction mode decision step and coding step. By bringing for-
ward the prediction mode decision, the complex coding step
only needs to process one prediction mode. Moreover, by ap-
plying two optimizations, residual reuse and a simplified coding

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

mode decision, the hardware cost of the compressor is further
reduced. For clearly understanding, the abbreviations frequently
used in this paper are summarized in Table I.
Compared to previous reference frame recompression works,

the contributions of our work are:
1) A new reference frame recompression with high CR: A new
lossless reference frame recompression algorithm based on
multi-mode DPCM & averaging prediction and a residual
regrouping method is proposed, improving CR by at least
12.2–13.2% over previous methods.

2) Efficient hardware architecture: By applying a reordered
two-step architecture and the two optimizations of residual
reuse and simplified coding mode decision, the proposed
algorithm can be implemented with low-cost hardware.
The hardware cost of the proposed architecture is similar
to that of previous lower-CR RFRC works.

3) High-throughput hardware for a UHDTV encoder: The
throughput of the proposed scheme is up to 10.7 sam-
ples/cycle for the compressor and 21.3 samples/cycle for
the decompressor. This high throughput is enough to sup-
port both a real-time 2160p UHDTV video encoder and
decoder under 4:2:0 sampling at 300 MHz, a rate that has
not been achieved until now.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed
multi-mode DPCM and averaging (MDA) prediction scheme
is explained in Section II. The pipelined hardware architecture
of the proposed MDA&SFL RFRC algorithm is described in
Section III. Section IV presents the experimental results of the
compression efficiency and hardware implementation for the
proposed method compared to several previous works. The con-
clusions are drawn in Section V.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Multi-Mode DPCM and Averaging Prediction

The spatial correlation between neighboring pixels in nat-
ural sequences has been discussed in [12] where it is shown
that the spatial correlation in the horizontal direction is stronger
than in the vertical and that the averaging prediction using two
neighboring pixels performs better than a prediction based on
the value of one neighboring pixel. If most of the predictions
in one block are based on the average prediction, some pixels
are inevitably predicted by 2- or 4-pixel distance pixels, which
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Fig. 3. ProposedMDApredictionmodes and group division. (a)–(d) Prediction
modes and minimum grouping division (one M-size, group 0, and four L-size,
groups 1–4).

may lower the compression efficiency. The spatial correlation is
weaker for prediction using longer distance pixels, as shown in
[25]. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between a better prediction
technique and shorter prediction distance.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), PMode 0 is a basic mode of the pro-

posed prediction scheme. The predictions of pixels in row 0 are
calculated by horizontal DPCM scanning. The current pixel is
predicted by the value of the left neighboring pixel. Then 28
pixels in even columns are predicted by DPCM scanning in the
vertical direction. Horizontal predictions are used for pixels in
odd columns. In columns 1, 3, and 5, pixels are predicted by
the average of the left and right neighboring pixels in the hor-
izontal direction. In the final column 7, seven pixels are pre-
dicted by replicating the value of the left neighboring pixel.
The remaining single top-left pixel is represented by its original
8-bit value. Therefore, the proposed PMode 0 uses only adja-
cent pixels for prediction, avoiding the problem of prediction
by pixels at 2- or 4-pixel distances as in HAC prediction [12].
In natural sequences, the features of blocks are variable;

images include gradually-changing blocks, smooth blocks,
and so on. Therefore, multi-mode predictions are proposed to
accommodate variable image characteristics and can improve
the compression performance greatly. PMode 1 is the transpose
of PMode 0, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Vertical averaging and
horizontal DPCM scanning are utilized in prediction PMode
1. There are 43 different predicted pixels between PMode
0 and PMode 1. However, the directions of averaging and
DPCM scanning prediction are quadrature in PMode 0 or
PMode 1. Hence, these two modes are not so efficient for grad-

TABLE II
PROBABILITY THAT THE FOUR MDA PREDICTION MODES WILL BE THE

SELECTED PREDICTION MODE

Fig. 4. Basic grouping modes. (a) Middle-size group. (b) Small-size group.

ually-changing blocks. Thus, simple horizontal and vertical
DPCM scanning modes (PMode 2 and PMode 3) are added, as
shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d).
The probability that each of these four prediction modes will

be chosen as the selected mode was calculated. The experi-
mental results are shown in Table II. The probabilities given are
the average of all frames in 18 test sequences. The detailed ex-
perimental conditions are discussed in Section IV. According
to the experimental results, it is obvious that the addition of
every prediction mode is reasonable. Hence, these four predic-
tion modes are combined as Multi-mode DPCM and Averaging
(MDA) prediction.

B. Residual Regrouping for MDA

1) Basic Residual Grouping: Residuals need to be grouped
before fixed-length coding with a method such as significant
bits truncation or semi-fixed length coding. An efficient residual
grouping scheme is the foundation of good compression per-
formance. To meet the features of SFL and SBT coding, we
combine the residuals with similar distributions into one group.
Hence the residuals predicted by the same prediction technique
are usually grouped together. One prediction block can
be divided into nine groups, as shown in Fig. 4(a), according
to the same prediction technique of averaging or DPCM scan-
ning. In order to make the group sizes equal to each other, there
are seven pixels in every group. Such a 7-pixel group is called
middle-size group (M). However, if only one or two residuals
in a middle group are distinctly large, two small-size groups
(S)consisting of three or four pixels are more efficient than one
middle group. A grouping example with only small groups is
presented in Fig. 4(b). On the contrary, for some smooth blocks,
the coding modes (CM) of SFL coding in one block are sim-
ilar. Hence, a large-size group (L) is introduced to combine two
middle groups together, as shown in Figs. 3(a)–(d), and the addi-
tional bits of representing the CM can be saved. The above three
types of groups (S, M, and L) form the basic residual groups.
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Fig. 5. Regrouping scheme. (a) Two regrouping modes for M grou p 0 and
(b) 15 regrouping modes for L groups 1–4. The same gray value indicates the
same CM.

TABLE III
FLAGS OF RESIDUAL REGROUPING MODES FOR LARGE-SIZE GROUPS

2) Residual Regrouping: For small groups, fewer bits are
needed to represent residuals compared to middle or large
groups. However, the overhead bits needed for CM are twice
those needed for a middle group, and 3.6 times more than
needed for a large group. Therefore, a scheme that regroups
four small groups within one large group is proposed to reduce
the overhead bits needed by small groups. In general, the
coding modes of four adjacent small groups within one large
group are usually similar or even the same, hence small groups
with the same coding mode can be regrouped together.
As Figs. 3(a)–(d) show, one block can be divided into

four large groups and one middle group. For middle group 0,
two small groups can be regrouped if their coding modes are the
same, as Fig. 5(a) shows. An additional one-bit flag is enough
to indicate regrouping modes (RGM). For the large groups 1–4,
there are 15 regrouping modes, shown in Fig. 5(b). A three-bit
flag is required for RG0, while four bits are required for other
regrouping modes, as shown in Table III.

C. Semi-Fixed Length Coding

For the entropy coding part, semi-fixed length coding pro-
posed in [8] is used. Modified maximum (mm) is first defined
as the maximum absolute value of residuals inside one group.
When the absolute values of minimum and maximum resid-
uals are equal, mm is added by 1. Then a coding mode (M)
is decided according to semi-fixed-length code table shown in
Fig. 6. Based on M, residuals are coded (to be D). The repre-
sented range for M between one and six is
or . Therefore, if any of the residuals equal
to or , a trailing bit (T) is added to denote the sign
of the specific residual(s).

Fig. 6. Semi-fixed-length codes.

Fig. 7. Overall processing flow of proposed MDA and SFL RFRC.

D. Overall Processing Flow

Fig. 7 shows the overall processing flow of the proposed
RFRC scheme. Reference frames are divided into blocks.
The processing flow can be briefly divided into three stages:
residual calculation, prediction mode decision, and coding. In
stage 1, four MDA residual blocks are calculated by subtracting
the predicted value of the MDA from the original pixel value.
The top-left pixel retains its original 8-bit value (F). Then the
coding mode (CM) and trailing bit (T) for small size groups
are calculated. In mode prediction decision stage 2, after small
groups with the same CM are regrouped, the bit costs of all
modes are evaluated. The one with the minimum cost is chosen
to be the prediction mode (PM). In stage 3, all the residuals
calculated by the PM and grouped by RGM are coded with a
semi-fixed-length code. After SFL coding, all data, including F,
PM, RGM, CM, D, and T, are merged into a bit stream.

E. Reference Frame Recompression for the Chroma Block

In previous work, the reference frame recompression algo-
rithm for the chroma block is usually the same as for the luma
block. Most methods do not detail the RFRC of the chroma
block. However, the features of the luma and chroma blocks
are quite different. In most cases, the chroma block is smoother
than the luma block. Therefore, based on this feature, even more
representing bits can be saved for the chroma block.
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Fig. 8. Prediction and residual regrouping method for the chroma block:
(a) four prediction modes and (b) eight residual regrouping modes.

For the prediction stage, the chroma block uses the same
multi-mode DPCM and averaging prediction method, as shown
in Fig. 8(a), which is just the smaller size of the luma block.
For the residual grouping before SFL coding, we group the

residuals predicted by the same technique first. There are five
groups in each chroma block and in each group there
are three residuals, which is the basic group size. In order to
further reduce the overhead bits of representing coding mode,
we combine the basic groups with the same CM within these
five groups, shown as Fig. 8(b). The groups with the same CM
are marked with the same color. Since the chroma block is usu-
ally smooth, some complicated but useless regrouping modes
are also removed. The flags of these eight regrouping modes
are shown in Fig. 8(b). One to four bits are required for each
regrouping mode.
After the residual regrouping, which is different from the

method for luma block, the residuals within one group are rep-
resented by same-length bits using semi-fixed-length coding.

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

As an additional layer between the codec core and DRAM
controller, reference frame recompression has two separate
processes: to compress the reference frame data after the
de-blocking filter and to decompress them before motion com-
pensation (see Fig. 1). RFRC compressor and decompressor
work in parallel with the core part of the encoder/decoder. So
basically RFRC will not decrease encoding/decoding speed
as long as the RFRC compressor and decompressor deliver
enough throughput to process the data traffic between video
encoder/decoder and the memory interface.
Although some parts of the compressor and decompressor

can be reused to reduce the hardware cost, this may lead to extra
latency and low overall throughput due to the frequent conver-
sion between the compressing and decompressing processes.
Hence, in order to realize high resolution and real-time video
processing, the proposed hardware consists of a compressor and

Fig. 9. Three-stage pipeline architecture of MDA and SFL compressor, where
Avg denotes “averaging prediction,” CMD denotes “coding mode decision,”
RGM/RGL denotes “M/L size group regrouping,” 3/4RC denotes “3 or 4
residual calculation,” RGMD denotes “regrouping mode decision,” and CDL
denotes “compressed data length calculation”.

a decompressor, that is to say, there are no parts shared between
these two processes.

A. MDA Compressor

In order to reduce the complexity caused by multi-mode pre-
diction, a reordered two-step hardware architecture is designed
that includes advance prediction mode decision and coding. In
the prediction mode decision part, four prediction modes are
evaluated. However, to do this evaluation, only the number of
coded bits is needed. This can be obtained from a relatively
low-complexity calculation by checking the maximum andmin-
imum values of the residuals in a group. After the prediction
mode has been decided, the highly complex coding step only
needs to process one selected prediction mode. The three-stage
pipelined architecture is shown in Fig. 9. The first two stages
are designed for advance prediction mode decision, while the
original pixels are coded in stage 3.
In stage 1, all residuals for the four prediction modes are cal-

culated before the codingmode decision. By reusing some resid-
uals with the same prediction technique and value, the number
of residuals that need to be computed reduces from 252 to 168.
Moreover, a simplified coding mode decision algorithm can fur-
ther decrease the computational complexity, where only a few
logic gates are used instead of many relatively complex com-
parators. The details of the residual reuse and simplified coding
mode decision algorithms are shown below.
Residual reuse: Since all pixels in one middle (M) group

have the same prediction technique, we consider reusing resid-
uals among the M groups in different prediction modes. The
M groups division of prediction modes 0 and 3 are shown in
Fig. 10(a), while group division for prediction modes 1 and 2
are shown in Fig. 10(b). There are a total of 36 M groups for
these four prediction modes. It is obvious that all the prediction
techniques for group0 and group1 are the sameDPCM scanning,
hence the residual calculation of six M groups can be saved. In
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Fig. 10. M groups division method (a) for PMode0 and PMode3 and (b) for
PMode1 and PMode2.

addition, the predicted values of group3, group5, and group7
can also be reused between PMode0 and PMode3, and the same
goes for PMode1 and PMode2. Thus, only 24 M groups’ resid-
uals need to be computed. By calculating the residuals based on
residual reuse, the computational complexity can be reduced by
33%.
Simplified coding mode decision (SCMD): The coding mode

is decided based on the range of residuals within one small
group. It is generally calculated by comparing the maximum
and minimum values in one group with 13 thresholds that are
the boundary values of the range of representation. To deter-
mine the CM, at least thirteen 9-bit comparators are required to
compare with the thresholds. In addition, an extra four or six
9-bit comparators are needed for calculating the maximum and
minimum residual values in one S group (three or four residuals
per S group). To ensure high throughput, eight similar coding
mode decision (CMD) units are required. More than 140 9-bit
comparators are required for the CMD part alone.
To reduce the computational complexity and decrease the

hardware cost greatly, a simplified scheme to decide the coding
mode is proposed. For SFL coding, there are two ranges of rep-
resentation or for
each coding mode (from 1 to 6). That is to say, if all resid-
uals or negative residuals in one group are within the range

, then the CM is equal to M. Hence, we can
consider the CM of residuals and negative residuals separately,
and the smaller one determines the CM. The complement is used
to present residuals in this hardware design. The features of rep-
resented residuals in each CM are shown in Table IV. According
to the characteristic of presented residuals, CM can be decided
by checking the number of identical leading bits ( ) that
corresponds to the number of leading 1 s when the sign bit is
1 or the number of leading 0 s when the sign bit is 0. Complex
comparators are not needed because the CM can be determined
by simply checking . Synthesis results show that by using
the simplified CMD saves 70% of the hardware cost compared
to a general comparison method.
The positive and negative residuals in one S group are input

to the simplified coding mode decision part separately. If these
two coding modes are different, the smaller one is selected as
the CM, and a trailing bit (T) should be added in the SFL coding
(the trailing bit enable ).
In stage 2 of the MDA compressor, the same CMs of S groups

in M group0 or L group1–4 (as shown in Figs. 3(a)–(d)) can be
combined to further compress the representing bits of the CM.

TABLE IV
FEATURES OF PRESENTED RESIDUALS IN EACH CODING MODE

: the number of identical leading bits, starting from the sign bit.

x: the bit can be 0 or 1.

Fig. 11. Pipeline stage of MDA and SFL compressor.

According to the coding modes of all S groups, the residual re-
grouping modes (RGM) are selected and the number of flag bits
to indicate RGM fixed. After the coding mode, trailing bit en-
able, and regrouping mode are decided, the bit cost of four pre-
diction modes can be evaluated. The mode with the minimum
bit cost is chosen as the prediction mode (PM).
In stage 3 of coding, based on the selected prediction mode,

residuals are calculated again. For different PMs, most opera-
tions can be reused. Then the coded CM-bit residuals (if CM=7,
residuals are represented by the original 8 bits) in each group
are merged (to be D) together. For one S group, if the trailing bit
enable is set, that is to say, at least one of the residuals is equal
to or , a trailing bit T will be added to denote
the sign of the specific residual(s). After the regrouping mode
is decided, F, PM, RGM, CM, D, and T are merged to form the
compressed representation of the block. However, if the
compressed data length is longer than the original 512 bits, the
block is presented by its original 8-bit/sample representation.
Although multi-mode prediction is used in MDA RFRC, the

increase in hardware cost is low, less than proportional to the
number of prediction modes due to the reordered two-step ar-
chitecture and the two optimizations, residual reuse and sim-
plified coding mode decision. Only six cycles are required for
each block compression, as shown in Fig. 11. Based
on this three-stage pipeline architecture for the compressor, a
throughput of 10.7 samples/cycle is achieved.

B. MDA Decompressor

For the MDA RFRC decompressor, the coded block should
be separated into F, PM, RGM, CM, D, and T before splitting
and decoding into independent residuals. In each coded block,
the bit lengths of F and PM are fixed. The length of RGM can be
found by checking 000. Then the length of CM is fixed from the
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Fig. 12. Three-stage pipeline architecture of MDA and SFL decompressor,
where BS denotes “barrel shifter,” IRG denotes “inverse regrouping,” and
SS&TC denotes “sub-block splitting and trailing bit compensation.”

Fig. 13. Pipeline stage of MDA and SFL RFRC decompressor.

given RGM, while the length of D for each group is determined
by the fixed CM. The length of T can be derived by subtracting
the compressed block length from the sum of F, PM, RGM, CM,
and D. Therefore, the order to separate the coded block is: F,
PM, RGM, CM, D, and finally T.
The three-stage pipeline architecture of the MDA decom-

pressor is shown in Fig. 12. In stage 1, the input data is shifted to
five registers, including F (DPCM start point), PM (prediction
mode), RGM (regrouping mode), CM (SFL coding mode), and
D&T (coded residuals and trailing bit). The coding mode (CM)
for each S group is decoded according to the regrouping mode
(RGM). In stage 2, after the coded residuals are separated intoM
groups by barrel shifters (BS), they are further split and decoded
to independent residuals. Meanwhile, trailing bits T are sepa-
rated from D&T and used to determine the signs of the residuals
after decoding. Finally, in stage 3, samples are reconstructed by
inverse DPCM scanning or averaging.
In the MDA decompressor, only one prediction mode needs

to be processed and most of the hardware can be reused for
the different prediction modes. Hence, the computational
complexity of the MDA decompressor does not increase much
compared to previous work [8]. In this proposed MDA decom-
pressor architecture, only three cycles are required for decoding
one block, as shown in Fig. 13. The throughput is up to
21.3 samples/cycle.

C. Performance Analysis

Based on the designed architecture, the throughput of
MDA compressor reaches 3.2 GSamples/s at 300 MHz, while

MDA decompressor throughput is up to 6.4 GSamples/s. The
de-signed RFRC compressor and decompressor can easily
support both a encoder and decoder, which
have not been achieved by previous works.
For the RFRC compressor, the reference frames from en-

coder/decoder core are written into external memory only once.
Therefore, the throughput requirement for an RFRC compressor
to support a codec is at least 747 Msam-
ples/s under 4:2:0 sampling. This throughput requirement can
easily be met by designed RFRC compressor architecture with
a throughput of 3.2 Gsamples/s at 300 MHz.
For the RFRC decompressor, the evaluation of cache pro-

filing has been presented in previous work [26][27], where the
equivalent frames loaded from external memory when doing
motion estimation/disparity estimation on a reference frame for
encoder was investigated. From their experimental results, the
bandwidth requirement for reference frame reading is, on av-
erage, about six times that of the frame size. Hence, with a
throughput of 6.4 Gsamples/s (i.e., 4.3 Gpixels/s under 4:2:0
sampling), the proposed RFRC decompressor architecture is
able to support a video encoder at 300MHz.
Since the required bandwidth for a video decoder is much less
than an encoder, the 4 K UHDTV video decoder can be easily
supported.
Although the throughput and compression efficiency of de-

signed RFRC architecture is improved, the important factors of
both video encoder and decoder won’t be influenced, especially
the encoding/decoding speed. While the proposed RFRC does
introduce additional complexity on the basis of core encoder/
decoder, the complexity increase is reflected as the hardware
cost increase of RFRC compressor and decompressor compo-
nents (see Table IX), instead of the degradation of encoding/
decoding speed. In addition, the proposed MDA&SFL RFRC
based on image grouping/division is restricted in blocks,
so it doesn’t influence parallelization of the video encoder/de-
coder. In the following, the parallelization techniques are ex-
plained from the lower and higher classes.
The first class of parallelization is on lower levels such as the

pixel and sample levels. However, such parallelization is only
needed internally in the core part of the encoder/decoder. When
frame data are written into or read from the external memory,
they are still transmitted block by block, MB byMB, or CTB by
CTB. Therefore the division inside blocks in RFRC com-
pressing and decompressing does not complicate the internal
parallelism of the core encoder/decoder.
The second class of parallelization is on higher levels such

as the wavefront, slice, tile and frame levels. Their basic idea is
to divide a frame or a sequence into multiple partitions and use
multiple replicas of identical hardware to process these parti-
tions simultaneously. In such a case, the basic unit of processing
is always an integer multiple of an 8x8 block. Therefore the divi-
sion inside 8x8 blocks does not influence parallelization either.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the efficiency of proposed MDA algorithm, the
algorithm is integrated with reference software HM. All recon-
structed frames for 18 test sequences in five classes are coded
in this experiment. The configuration of low delay coding main
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Fig. 14. Compression ratio comparison of the proposed and previous methods.

mode is used. Frame sequence type is IPPP. Quantization pa-
rameters (Qp) are 22, 27, 32, and 37.
Together with the proposed algorithm, the performance of

three previous works are also simulated for comparison, which
are HAC prediction with significant bit truncation (SBT) coding
[12], DPCM scanning with SFL coding [8], and DWT-based
set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [13]. Since com-
pression performance is usually better for larger block sizes, the
basic block sizes of all RFRC algorithms are set to for fair
comparison.
Given the motion information of encoded video, the required

memory bandwidth for frame reading and writing is propor-
tional to the data size of the compressed reference frame. Data
reduction ratio (DRR) therefore indicates the achievable ratio of
memory bandwidth reduction for frame data access, which is the
percent of reduced data size compared to the original data size
[see Eq. (1)]. The compression ratio (CR) is the original data
size divided by the compressed data size [see Eq. (2)], which
can actually be derived from DRR.

DRR
Compressed data size
Original data size

(1)

CR
Original data size

Compressed data size
(2)

Since only RFRC schemes for the luma block are clearly
described in previous work, we compare CR results for four Qp
and 18 test sequences with all frames for the luma blocks among
the proposed and previous methods [8]–[13] (see Fig. 14). The
proposed MDA&SFL RFRC outperforms other methods in
every case. The CR of the proposed method is further improved
by 8.9–19.5%, compared to previous work.
The average CR and DRR of 18 test sequences for luma

blocks is shown in Table V. The proposed RFRC scheme per-
forms lossless compression and decompression, which makes
it transparent to the core part of the video encoder/decoder,
so the encoded image quality and compression ratio will not
be influenced. Hence, the average CR of MDA&SFL can
achieve as much as 2.49 for the luma block alone with no
quality degradation and no bitrate increment. Compared to
the previous HAC&SBT algorithm, the proposed scheme can
further improve CR by 13.2% on average.
The average CR and DRR of the proposed method under

4:2:0 sampling are shown in Table VI. In addition, a detailed
DRR comparison of 18 test sequences between HAC&SBT and

TABLE V
AVERAGE DRR AND CR COMPARISON

TABLE VI
AVERAGE DRR AND CR OF PROPOSED MDA AND SFL RFRC OF LUMA ONLY

FOR A 4:2:0 SAMPLING BLOCK

the proposed MDA&SFL is presented in Table VII for luma
only. In addition, Table VIII shows the CR and DRR compar-
isons for sequences.
The detailed hardware implementation results of the pro-

posed MDA&SFL architecture and simulation environment
are shown in Table IX. In previous work [13], since DWT is
used to convert the image into various sub-frequency bands
before the SPIHT is adopted as the entropy coding bit-plane
by bit-plane, the processing speed is limited by its complex
transform and SPIHT coding.
Compared with HAC&SBT [12], which is not able to

compress and decompress at the same time, the separate de-
sign of the compressor and decompressor is able to fit the
characteristic of video codec better. Since the architecture of
HAC&SBT cannot compress and decompress reference frames
at the same time, the efficiency of TPUA cannot be compared
directly. However, no matter whether this architecture is taken
as compressor or decompressor, the TPUA of the proposed
architecture will always be better than the previous HAC&SBT.
The previous work DPCM&SFL [8] consists of a compressor

and a decompressor. Although the complexity of this proposed
method is increased by its multi-mode prediction, by applying a
reordered two-step architecture and two optimizations, residual
reuse and simplified coding mode decision, the efficiency of
TPUA is similar to previous work [8]. With an acceptable in-
crease in gate cost, the proposed RFRC architecture is able to
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TABLE VII
DATA REDUCTION RATIO COMPARISON OF HAC AND SBT [12] AND PROPOSED MDA AND SFL (ALL 18 HEVC TEST SEQUENCES ARE CODED. BLOCK SIZE

IS 8 8 AND ONLY LUMA BLOCKS ARE COMPRESSED.)

TABLE VIII
DATA REDUCTION RATIO COMPARISON OF HAC AND SBT [12] AND PROPOSED MDA AND SFL (ALL 18 HEVC TEST SEQUENCES ARE CODED. BLOCK SIZE

IS AND ONLY LUMA BLOCKS ARE COMPRESSED.)

TABLE IX
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION RESULT COMPARISON

comp. or decomp.: compressor and decompressor can’t be used at the same time.

TPUA [12]: (throughput/gate count), is the evaluation criterion to consider both hardware cost and throughput.

: can’t compare with the others’ TPUA directly.

achieve higher throughput than previous work [8]–[13]. Since
the throughput of proposed architecture is enough to process the
data traffic between the video encoder/decoder and the memory,
both video encoder and decoder can be sup-
ported without compression speed decrease.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel lossless reference frame re-
compression algorithm to reduce external memory bandwidth.
Multi-mode spatial-domain prediction is proposed to combine
the merits of DPCM scanning and averaging. Moreover, an

efficient residual grouping method further improves the com-
pression efficiency. Experimental results show that compared
to no compression, the DRR of the proposed RFRC is approx-
imately 57.6% on average without quality degradation. By
applying several optimizations, the designed architecture is
able to support both a video encoder and
decoder at 300 MHz with an acceptable hardware cost. Mean-
while, the proposed lossless RFRC can be easily extended to
lossy RFRC, such as in the previous work [21] that changes the
SFL coding. In future, we will focus on an efficient scheme to
extend this proposal into lossy reference frame recompression.
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